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There's a wide range of topic areas to support learning and understanding of
safeguarding for people working in social care at all levels.

Safeguarding e-learning
This bilingual e-learning package gives learners a practical understanding of
safeguarding. We developed it in line with the Wales Safeguarding Procedures.

The e-learning module is mainly aimed at those working in the public and
voluntary sectors. This includes those looking to work in social care, early years
and childcare, as well as in health, the emergency services and local councils.

Completing the new bilingual training module will enable everyone to:

explain the term 'safeguarding'
recognise abuse or the risk of abuse, harm, or neglect
know what actions to take if they witness or suspect abuse, harm, or neglect,
or if someone tells them they are being abused
demonstrate a basic understanding of the laws concerning safeguarding
recognise that they have a duty to report abuse, harm, or neglect.

2020 All Wales Basic Safeguarding Awareness
Wales Pack
The pack aims to provide a consistent message of safeguarding responsibilities
across Wales allowing those who deliver safeguarding training to tailor the
delivery of the training depending on learner needs.

https://socialcare.wales/learning-modules/group-a-safeguarding


The content has evolved to reflect both the changing nature of safeguarding
but also to give clear direction of the work under the Social Services and Well-
Being (Wales) Act 2014.

For further information, please refer to the Wales Safeguarding Procedures and
the Part 7 statutory guidance in the training.

The All Wales Basic Safeguarding Awareness Pack is recognised as Group B
Safeguarding Training.

The ‘Safeguarding Individuals’ workbook – workbook 6 from the All Wales
Induction Framework should be used to evidence learning achieved.

2020 All Wales Basic Safeguarding Awareness Wales Safeguarding Pack
PPTX 1MB

All Wales Basic Safeguarding Awareness Wales
Pack: resources
Resources provided for trainers and learners to help them prepare to deliver
training and support accreditation.

Introduction and Background to the pack
PDF 236KB

Overview trainer's notes
PDF 37KB

Resources list supplied within the Pack
PDF 74KB

http://www.safeguarding.wales/
https://socialcare.wales/hub/statutory-guidance
https://socialcare.wales/cms_assets/file-uploads/AWIFHSC-Section-6-workbook-Safeguarding-Individuals.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/2020-All-Wales-Basic-Safeguarding-Awareness-Wales-Safeguarding-Pack.pptx
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/1.-Introduction-and-Background-to-the-pack-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/2.-Trainers-notes.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/4.-Resources-list-supplied-within-the-Pack-Safeguarding-pack.pdf


Workbook required for accreditation
PDF 1MB

Evaluation Form for Training session
PDF 115KB

Further safeguarding resources
PDF 167KB

Personal action plan for the learner
PDF 121KB

Resources to support interactive learning which will require some trainer
preparation before delivery of training.

Principles and values word cards to prepare
PDF 214KB

Scenarios to select
PDF 669KB

Categories of Abuse answer sheet
PDF 70KB

Recording an incident
PDF 182KB

https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/5.-Workbook-required-for-accreditation-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/6.-Evaluation-Form-for-Training-session-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/7.-Further-safeguarding-resources-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/8.-Personal-Action-Plan-for-the-Learner-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/9.-Principles-and-values-word-cards-to-prepare-Activity-1-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/11.-Scenarios-to-select-Activity-2-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/12.-Categories-of-Abuse-answer-sheet-Activity-5-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/13.-Recording-an-Incident-Activity-9-Safeguarding-pack.pdf


Optional Abuse Harm and Neglect scenarios
PDF 665KB

Practice reviews answer sheet
PDF 67KB

Wales Safeguarding Procedures Activities
PDF 77KB

All Wales Basic Safeguarding Awareness Wales
Pack: training materials
Training resources to help learners and support their knowledge.

Emotional psychological abuse handout
PDF 81KB

Physical abuse handout
PDF 110KB

Financial abuse handout
PDF 116KB

Neglect handout
PDF 109KB

Sexual abuse handout

https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/14.-Optional-Abuse-Harm-and-Neglect-scenarios-Activity-11b-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/15.-Practice-reviews-answer-sheet-Activity-7-Safeguarding-pack.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/16.-Wales-Safeguarding-Procedures-app-activities.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/17.-Emotional-psychological-abuse-handout-Activity-5.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/18.-Physical-abuse-handout-Activity-5.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/19.-Financial-abuse-handout-Activity-5.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/20.-Neglect-handout-Activity-5.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/21.-Sexual-abuse-handout-Activity-5.pdf


PDF 144KB

Child sexual exploitation handout
PDF 146KB

Adult at Risk handout
PDF 180KB

Child at Risk handout
PDF 110KB

Barriers to sharing allegations and suspicions handout
PDF 103KB

Allegations and suspicions summary handout
PDF 115KB

Top Tips for good records handout
PDF 109KB

All Wales Basic Safeguarding Awareness Wales
Pack: practice reviews
For deeper exploration of safeguarding issues as found in a selection of major
cases trainers can select which to use. It does include sensitive content so we
advise caution.

Practice review Adult A

https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/22.-Child-sexual-exploitation-handout-Activity-5.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/23.-Adult-at-Risk-handout.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/24.-Child-at-Risk-handout.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/25.-Barriers-to-sharing-allegations-and-suspicions-handout-Activity-6.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/26.-Allegations-and-suspicions-summary-handout-Activity-8.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/27.-Top-Tips-for-good-records-handout-Activity-9.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/28.-Practice-Review-Adult-A.pdf


PDF 44KB

Practice review Adult C
PDF 48KB

Practice review S1
PDF 37KB

Steven Hoskin Practice Review
PDF 198KB

Operation Jasmine Practice Review
PDF 201KB

Practice review Child A
PDF 35KB

Practice review Child B
PDF 36KB

Practice review Child C
PDF 57KB

Practice review Children XXX
PDF 55KB

Vanessa George Practice Review

https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/29.-Practice-Review-Adult-C.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/30.-Practice-Review-S1.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/31.-Steven-Hoskin-Practice-Review.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/32.-Operation-Jasmine-Practice-Review.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/33.-Practice-Review-Child-A.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/34.-Practice-Review-Child-B.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/35.-Practice-Review-Child-C.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/36.-Practice-Review-Children-XXX.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/37.-Vanessa-George-Practice-Review.pdf


PDF 336KB

Rochdale Practice Review
PDF 351KB

Child DS Practice Review
PDF 315KB

https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/38.-Rochdale-Practice-Review.pdf
https://socialcare.wales/cms-assets/documents/39.-Child-DS-Practice-Review.pdf

